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We have shared with you that this is a time of unparalleled opportunity, that all eyes are
focused on your planet. Humanity on your planet has the grand opportunity to awaken from
the illusion. Many realities and dimensions are watching because what happens here will
affect the whole, will affect those realities and those dimensions. What happens here will affect
the galactic family. 
 
We begin this by sharing that there is much work to be done. We will also say there is much
work being done across your globe. There are those awakened and looking around with new
eyes. There are those who are awakening with fear and confusion. There are those of you
who are awake and aware. It is your hands that will reach out to the others who are ready. 
 
We have called you and those like you Bright Ones for it is your light, your energy, your
radiance that precedes you. These are times of great shifts and changes on your planet. This
is on every level and at every stage. You can sense or feel it. 
 
Mass consciousness has been controlled through fear by your religions, your leaders, by your
systems and your schools. These have been the programs, the vibrations that have been
offered and have been taught. Everyone has been taught separation, prejudice, hatred,
violence, mistrust, lack and scarcity. This is the undercurrent that runs through your planet.
 
Each human, each being, has the opportunity to realize their divineness, their connection with
the whole, their connection with divine mind. Each human, each being at every moment, in
every exchange has the opportunity to shift and uplift the connection. 
 
They can continue to add to the fear, mistrust, and prejudice by their thoughts, words, deeds
and actions or they can claim their divineness, their wholeness, their belonging to the all,
belonging to the oneness. This is what is taking place in this moment of time here on your
planet. All are observing from many realms…uncertain of the outcome.  
 
Each person is critical to the plan, to the awakening. Each person has the responsibility as a
galactic citizen to realize who they are and to step into the place which radiates love and
gratitude. Everywhere, there are those awakening to this purpose. This is an evolutionary shift
in consciousness, it is critical to the survival of your planet. 
 
Everyone is more aware of the total connectedness. Your internet is serving as an example of
communication, like the energy communication from other dimensions. Earth is very much like
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the reflection in physical matter of the energetic patterns and geometric shapes carried by the
frequencies, the vibrations through the dimensions. 
 
Think of the dimensions not so much as going up but more like nested together, one inside the
other, each in turn affecting the other. What happens in the galaxy ripples from the movement
of the stars and is manifest on your planet. What happens on your planet, the energy from
mass consciousness, ripples and is received by the galaxy. It is all one. 
 
You as a human, with a body; carry within yourself a reflection of the stars, moon and sun. You
carry an aspect, a reflection, an interface with the galaxy. Remember this is a game of
evolution, a game of consciousness, a game which allows all energetic signatures to be
experienced. You as human are like the most sophisticated, refined, highly developed probe
that could be designed. You are information gatherers, sensing, feeling and ever expanding
from Divine Mind. Planet earth has been a wonderful extension of Divine Mind. 
 
The human body co-joined by spirit, interfacing with all possibilities, all emotional experiences,
all thought forms, this is the incredible journey and opportunity in which non-physical beings
long to participate. You are one of those selected to be in the wave, this group experience.
Divine Mind is ever expanding through you and your experience. 
 
The human body co-joined by spirit has capabilities that have not even been revealed at this
time. There are those with whom these abilities were more visible and they are called your
avatar, your Christ. All humans have the same connections, the same abilities, the same
qualities and the same programs to work with energy and this physical reality in a more
advanced, aware, awake way. The goal is to realize and activate the latent abilities to align
group energy and group mind with the galaxy and with mother earth, all in one energetic flow,
an example of nested realities. 
 
We and many like us are contacting the “receptive ones” encouraging this shift within. 
 
Each person adds to the grid of consciousness. They add to the fear or the love. It is always
your choice. Each time you choose fear, worry, mistrust, prejudice, judgment, you are assisting
the old paradigm to remain. Each time you choose love, joy, gratitude, any higher vibrational
emotions you are assisting the new paradigm to manifest. This is a game. We are in the last
quarter, it is a close game. It has been played out for thousands of years. 
 
There has been cosmic support which has been assisting humanity to awaken. There are
codes within each being, each human that are being activated, awarenesses are expanding.
There is a waking up from the illusion that you are powerless. You are each masters, highly
qualified, skilled beings who have cloaked themselves with flesh and stepped into a
dimension, a reality, a game in order to transform the energy as the Alchemist. 
 
The energy consciousness of Divine Mind vibrates, moves, shifts and flows through all. 
 
Each one is responsible to wake and realize their part in this energetic flow. Each one is
responsible for the thoughts, feelings and actions that they put forth into this grid. Do you put
forth fear, hatred and chaos or joy, love and peace.  Each moment it is your choice as to what
you send forth.  Practice sending forth only your best. Practice breathing, walking, sleeping
and interacting as joy, love and peace. 
 
Invite and call forth divine support in transforming events and energy that is negative and
misqualified, harmful and hate filled. Focus your prayers and energy and send your love and
light as the energy that will transform it all. 
 
Begin by loving yourself. Begin by honoring yourself. Then love and honor others. We bathe
you in our love and we honor who you are. Be at Peace Beloved,  the  'team'
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The Awakened Collective that the ET's are Waiting For
The 9D Arcturian Council via Daniel Scranton - April 15, 2022

Published at www.DanielScranton.com
 
"Greetings. We are the Arcturian Council. We are pleased to connect with all of you. We are
extremely satisfied with the progress that we can feel you making within your collective
consciousness there on Earth. More of you are awake on Earth than at any other point in
human history. This means that you have the collective power to see great changes there on
your planet, but it also means that you must let go of the beliefs that separate you in order to
harness your collective power as the awakened collective.
 
You must let go of the ideas that are putting you in one camp or another so that you can be
free, finally, to unite, to come together, in order to change the world for the better. And so,
rather than focusing on the details that you disagree on, we invite you to focus on the truths
that you can agree upon.
 
We are talking about the truths that include your sovereignty as Source Energy Beings and
creators, and we also know that you can agree that there need to be changes there on Earth
to make it a more harmonious world, where everyone is free, respected, and where people
stop fighting over what religion is right and stop fighting over resources like oil, and the
boundaries that separate you, the borders that are completely unnecessary.
 
You are one human race, and those of you who are awake have a unique opportunity to come
together, in spite of your different opinions and perspectives. You all have the opportunity to be
the collective that extra-terrestrials, who are waiting in ships in your atmosphere, are waiting
for you to be. They want to connect with a unified humanity, one that they know they can trust,
and they also want to see you evolving to the point where you don’t see different as scary or
bad. Embrace the differences between yourselves and other people within the new age and
spiritual community.
 
It’s better that you don’t agree on everything, because you don’t want to become a cult. You
want to honor that diversity that exists, and also see the Source Energy in each and every one
of your fellow humans, so that you can come together as the harmonious whole that is and will
be the fifth dimensional society you seek to create. We are the Arcturian Council, and we have
enjoyed connecting with you.”
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Top Headlines
Please send your benevolent light and love to the following situations.

The Philadelphia Covid Experiment: Deep State's testbed for a fresh round of
sweeping Covid-19 mandates - Real Raw News.
Elon Musk Offers $43 Billion in Cash to Buy Twitter in Bid to "Save Free Speech" -
The Defender News.
Proposed California bill threatens to revoke doctors' licenses for contradicting
state messaging about Covid - Reclaim the Net.
Free Speech Union Scotland launches this month; organization's purpose is to
support freedom of expression - Reclaim the Net.
Brian Hooker, PhD interviews Judy Mikovits, PhD, whistleblower & New York Times
best-selling author of the book "Plague of Corruption" - CHD.TV
Changing the Climate-Change Narrative: "What We Do to the World, We Do to
Ourselves" - The Defender News.
UK Government quietly publishes data confirming the Fully Vaccinated accounted
for 92% of all Covid-19 deaths in March - The Expose.
New York City libraries fight back; will provide Free eBook versions of Banned
Books this month - Reclaim the Net.

Ascension

Nikola Tesla via Erena Velazquez | April 16, 2022
Receiving Love to Give it | The Angels via Ann Albers
Dragonfly Ascension | Master Kuthumi via Natalie Glasson
Filament Eruption Adding to Light Intensity! The Jupiter-Neptune Connection | Dr.
Schavi M. Ali
2013 Flashback: The Light Collective: Starseeds Mission & Purpose channeled by
Eliza Ayres (aka Tazjima Amariah Kumara) | Steve Beckow
Do this, and Everything will Get Better | 9D Arcturian Council via Daniel Scranton
Claim Your Infinite Worth - The Council channeled by Sara Landon
Transformational Energies Report - Ascended Masters via Caroline Oceana Ryan.
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Humankind is Awakening to a Higher Light
Lynn Buess, MA, EdS, International Astrologer

Published in Sedona Journal of Emergence - May 2022
 
Global and national events may have an impact on your life this month or soon. Old religious
institutions come under scrutiny by members who are being awakened by the inspiration of a
higher light. Dogma is being questioned, and corrupted human-made scripts are being left
behind. The spirit of Christ touches more within churches, and other sects are elevated in faith
and manifestation of the Word to believers.
 
Dark forces attempt to stir global conflict by beating the drums of war. Some ancient demons
seem to be stirred and addressed. The unacceptable rate of “super inflation” and a 
deteriorating economy has everyone worried. The significance of Gitmo, Antarctica,
Greenland, and Denver are becoming more apparent to the slowly waking masses.
 
May 4, 2022, stands out as a day of likely consequences in humankind’s aspiration for 
ascending into a more substantive state of a place in the stars.
 
Lynn Buess, MA, EdS, is a leading numerologist, international author and speaker, wellness innovator, and therapist. He has been
active in the self-awareness movement for more than half a century. Since 1980, Lynn has practiced numerology around the world.
His list of clients would make an impressive Who’s Who list of international personalities. Lynn has published, among many other
books, The Heart of Numerology. For more information, go to NumerologyRising.com
 

The Magical, Mystical Conjunction: Jupiter and Neptune in Pisces
Raquel Spring - a Fourth Generation Astrologer 

Published in Sedona Journal of Emergence - May 2022
 
In astrology, a conjunction occurs when two or more planets in a chart are near each other
from the perspective of Earth. A conjunction is the most powerful connection between two or
more planets and is more important than any other planetary relationship. A conjunction is
neither good nor bad; it is simply the blending of energies.
 
Yet a conjunction is much more than proximity and influence. It is the merging of forces, of two
or more powers. It is a melding together to experience ultimate fusion and union. This powerful
melding of energies will occur during the rare and unique conjunction between Jupiter and
Neptune.
 
Jupiter and Neptune will conjunct at 23 and 24 degrees of Pisces. This conjunction will be
exact from April 8 to April 17. However, because of their slow movement, you will feel their
influence extend throughout the months of March, April, and May 2022. Astrologers and
astrology lovers from around the world have been eagerly waiting for this rare cosmic
alignment that will open the doors of spirit, bridge dimensions, and bring a new level of
spiritual guidance and spiritual authority to many.
 
The Potent Combination of Jupiter and Neptune
 
It takes Jupiter twelve years to travel through the zodiac, and Neptune takes 165 years. These
two planets don’t come together often. As a matter of fact, the last time Jupiter and Neptune
were conjunct in the sign of Pisces was in 1856 (166 years ago).
 
While in Pisces, Jupiter and Neptune share fertile ground to explore their idealism, fervor, 
vision, and optimism. Both planetary energies are led by passion, vision, and mission. When
they are present, they can open the doors to spirit and lift the soul in unique ways.
 
Jupiter is the planet of expansion through knowledge. Jupiter loves to operate through the
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mind and bridge the wisdom and truths of God with the language and laws of humanity.
Because of this, you often see Jupiter in association with law, authority, government, teachers,
masters, mentors, and figures who represent some higher authority and hold a degree of 
social influence in the world.
 
Jupiter in your birth chart will reveal where and how you can achieve authority, mastery, and
influence in the world. Take a look at your astrological birth chart to find the sign and house
where Jupiter is located. That house reveals the area of life where its energies are focused. 
The sign Jupiter is in reveals how you can best express its qualities.
 
Neptune’s natural expression is imbued with rapture, bliss, beauty, and ecstasy. Wherever it
goes, there is a sprinkle of glitter and a gloss of mystery. Ultimately, Neptune’s deepest longing
is to surrender and merge with spirit. In a birth chart, Neptune can show where and how you
move beyond the body to transcend the physical experience to connect, commune, and merge
with the Divine.
 
Neptune communicates through the unconscious mind and speaks through multidimensional
language, which includes imagination, storytelling, dreams, intuition, meditation, art, music,
poetry, prayer, and nature When you ignore these aspects of Neptune in your chart, 
these same energies can also become an area of apathy, confusion, daydreaming, addiction,
fantasy, and illusion for you.
 
Take a look at your birth chart to see where and how you are moved by this energy. In your
astrological birth chart, Neptune’s house reveals the area of life where its energies are
focused. The sign Neptune is in reveals how you can best express its qualities.
 
The Mystical Energy of Pisces
 
Much like Neptune, Pisces yearns to transcend the human experience, commune with spirit,
and dance with the Divine. Music, art, and nature are some of its tools. Creativity, imagination,
dreams, meditation, and magic are its doorways into these realms.
 
Innately spiritual, receptive, and compassionate, Pisces is often connected to the collective
consciousness and attuned to other dimensions. Pisces sees the physical world as fleeting
and transient. Pisces is the natural clairvoyant, poet, artist, musician, healer, philanthropist, 
teacher, and caregiver, whose primary mission is to love and heal.
 
Look at your birth chart to see what area of life is ruled by Pisces. The house Pisces is in will
reveal where you naturally seek this state of communion with spirit and gentle expression.
 
What to Expect 
 
If you are attuned during this time, you can expect to experience strong spiritual activity, 
brand-new guidance, spiritual authority, miracles, power, and upliftment in some way. Again,
the house Pisces is in will reveal more. 
 
These experiences may be accompanied by a sense of destiny or a higher calling and create
a portal for gifts, blessings, and miracles to come through. However, as always, stay tuned in
to your truth. During this time, you might also see some of the distorted expressions of this
same energy. They can appear as spiritual arrogance, blind faith, and deceit. It’s also possible
that key personalities in the areas of spirituality, religion, entertainment, government, military,
and politics will reflect this.
 
To all who are listening, this powerful time of alignment will reveal new truths and open doors
to Spirit in profound ways. Rapturous upliftment, miracles, revelations, and new spiritual



blueprints are ready to stream from consciousness into experience. The frequency of Christ
consciousness that is broadcasting on the planet will become a glorious surge. You might feel
it as a wave of compassion, forgiveness, gentleness, and spiritual attunement sweeping in.
 
Because of this profoundly enhanced connection to spirit, this is a great time for healers,
teachers, and those who work with spirit in some way to experience a new phase of their work.
People in general will be seeking deeper truths and to enhance their knowledge and states 
of spirit during this time. These experiences could also bring guides, teachers, mentors,
friends, lovers, family, or masters from other lifetimes or dimensions into your experience. Pay
attention to this portal, as it’s a unique window of opportunity to connect with spirit in a deeper
way.
 
How to Make the Most of This
 
During this exquisite conjunction, set your intention to make use of this portal. If you’re not
looking, it can go by unnoticed. However, now that you know, you are encouraged to notice
and consciously open that door to invite these spirit and miracle-filled energies in. During 
the three-month period of the conjunction, the influence of Jupiter and Neptune in Pisces can
inspire you to renew your ideals and visions, see the bigger picture, and be lifted into your
spiritual evolution. You may feel a sense of renewed truth, a rekindled vision, or a new calling
that is birthing in your heart. This time will reveal new truths and open doors to Spirit in
profound ways.
 
As this portal opens, dive deeply into your meditations, rituals, retreats, and ceremonies. 
Make choices and decisions that will lead you deeper into these evolutionary experiences.
When you purposely tune in to this conjunction, you are cocreating through your intention 
and awareness. 
 
Raquel Spring is a fourth-generation astrologer known for her unique methods and multi-dimensional approach to astrology, which
allows her to dive deep into the heart and soul of any chart. Based out of Sedona, Arizona, her work today consists of mentoring,
teaching, writing, videos, retreats, speaking events, and private sessions. Raquel combines technique with spirit, bringing astrology
to many from the eyes of the soul. To learn more, visit RaquelSpring.com
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Help the Human Collective Take Back Its Power!

Share this newsletter with your friends. Don't post it on
Twitter or Facebook due to COVID-19 censorship. If you
do, they might delete your account. Namaste and Aloha!
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